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In a recent paper, Medvedev and Zelmanov used two inlinite-dimen- 
sional Jordan superalgebras to cast light on ordinary Jordan algebras. 
In this note we investigate the speciality of the two examples. We show 
that (1) the superalgebra of vector fields on the line is special, with an 
imbedding 
into 2 x 2 matrices with entries in the algebra of differential operators on 
polynomials (D(g)= dg/dx), but that (2) quite unexpectedly, the super- 
algebra of Poisson brackets is NOT special. We carry out our analysis in 
a general framework of Kantor superalgebras J= F + F. c [f  g =fg, 
f.(g.c)=fg.c, (f.c).(g.c)=fxg] built by doubling a unital com- 
mutative associative algebra F and a bracket product f x g, related to 
Kantor’s Poisson algebras. These are special for algebras of vector type 
where f x g = D(f‘) g - fD(G) comes from a derivation D of F, but not for 
algebras of Poisson type where F x 1 = 0 and 1 E .$(Fx F). 
Throughout this paper all algebras and superalgebras will be over a fixed 
ring of scalars @ CONTAINING l/2. A graded algebra J= J, 0 J, is a 
Jordan superalgebra if its Grassman envelope T(J) = J, @ f 0 + J, @ Z-, is an 
ordinary (linear) Jordan algebra; in terms of associators [Ix, y, z] = 
(xy)z-x(yz) the condition that T(J) be a linear Jordan algebra, 
(0.1.1) x, yj ~ y,xi = 0 
(0.1.2) Cxf. Yj, x,1 = 0 
(0.1.3) Cxf, Yj, zkl+ 2CXiZk, Yj> x,1 = 0 
(0.1.4) Cxiz/r, Yj, w1l + Czku’,, Yj, x~l + C”‘Ix~, Y/2 zkl =O 
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for all elements xi=fj@w,, y,=g,@v,, z,=h,O~~, w,=k,Qz, in the 
spanning set of elements a, 0 y, of f(J), (E = 0, 1, a, E .I,, yE E r, a basic 
wedge II, A v2 A . . . A v,), reduces to 
(0.2.1) j”jgj-(-l)“g,f,=o 
(0.2.2) all identities (0.1) hold if at most one of the indices i, j, k, I 
is 1 (equivalently, J, + .I, as split null extension-setting 
J, J, = &is an ordinary Jordan algebra) 
(0.2.3) Cf& g,, ~,1-2iIfo~,~ g1,fol =o 
(0.2.4) (- l)Ci+i)’ [frhk, g,, k,] + (- l)(‘+‘ji [h,k,, gjL.] 
+(-I) (‘+jjk [k,fi, gj, hk] = 0 
(0.2.4a) CfihlT go7 kol - ChIko, go,fil + Ckofiy go, hII =O 
(0.2.4b) Cfi~,,go,k,l+C~,k,,go,f,l+Ck,f,,go,~,l=O 
(0.2.4~) Cfih,, g,, kol+ Chko, g,,fil- Ckofi, g,> A,1 =O 
(0.2.4d) Cfihl, g,,k,l+ Ch,k,, g,,fil+ Cklfi, g,, h,l=O. 
[Note that by taking “independent” wedges wi, pji, Pi, t, in r we guarantee 
that the wi A vj A pk A tl are part of a basis for r and hence can be 
“cancelled” (a@ wi A vj A pk A r, = 0 in J@ r* a = 0 in J), leading to the 
above formulas (0.2) in J. Note also that any product with two factors x, 
vanishes since any basic odd wedge satisfies or To, = 0, so in (0.1.2)-(0.1.3) 
we need only consider i = 0, whence (0.1.2) is subsumed under (0.2.2) and 
(0.1.3) reduces to (0.2.3); also in (0.1.4) by symmetry in i, k, I we need only 
consider the cases i=k=O, /=I; i=k= 1, I=O; i=k= 1, I= 1. The first is 
a consequence of linearizing (0.1.3) in x0 by commutativity of Jo; 
the second and third lead to (0.2.4a, b) when j= 0 and (0.2.4c, d) when 
j= 1. To see the pattern of signs in (0.2.3t(0.2.4), note that 
C(~~Q~J(~~QCL~), gjQvj, k,Ozrl = [fihk, gi, k,] @w~~~v,T~ where in r 
we have for basic wedges y”’ c f,,;, 
Y Y Cdl)) (da1 . . . p’“” = (_ 1)” pp.. p 9 
where the “super-signature” (- 1)” of the permutation CJ of the graded 
indices i = 1, 2, . . . . n is the signature of the permutation undergone by the 
odd indices (those i with E(i) = 1). (This is the basis of Kaplansky’s Principle 
that in passing from ungraded to graded identities one must insert the 
super-signature in front of each term, i.e., introduce a minus sign before 
each term where the odd variables undergo an odd permutation.) Thus in 
(3) and (4a) 21 is an odd permutation of 12, in (4b) 231 and 312 are even 
permutations of 123, in (4~) 231 is even and 132 odd, in (4d) 2431 and 
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4132 are even permutations of 1234. For the general case (0.2.4), the first 
term has’Grassman factor w~~~v,z~, the second term has pLkr,viwi, which 
is (-1) i(k+l+i)+il=(_l)(i+i)((_l) (k+‘)i times the first, the third term has 
tl~i~jpLk, which is (- l)‘(i+‘+k)+‘k = (- l)(‘+“’ (- l)“+“k times the first, 
so multiplying through by (- 1 )(‘+“I gives the signs of (0.2.4).] 
In a linear Jordan algebra or superalgebra we denote the symmetric 
products by xi. yi, and the skew-symmetric bracket product of odd 
elements by x, 0 y,. A superalgebra is special if it can be imbedded in an 
associative superalgebra A = A, @ A, such that 
(0.3.1) -y, I’, = 1/2(x, Yj + y,x,); 
(0.3.2) Xl 0 y1= 1/2(x, y, - Y,.x,1= l/-xx,, Y,l. 
Thus the general formula for operations in special superalgebras is 
(0.4) x,* y,=1/2[x,y,+(-l)“y,x,]. 
We denote by As+ the Jordan superalgebra obtained from the associative 
superalgebra A via the product (0.4). [Note that this differs by the factor 
l/2 from the definition of A + given in [ 1, Example 1 I]. A specialization of 
a superalgebra is a graded homomorphism J”-t A’+, so J is special iff it 
has a faithful (=injective) specialization (in which case J is necessarily a 
Jordan superalgebra). 
1. KANTOR SUPERALGEBRAS 
In this section we introduce a general class of superalgebras, including 
the vector fields on a line and the algebras of Poisson brackets, built by 
doubling commutative associative algebras F with “brackets” (which we 
intuitively think of as algebras of functions with differentiation operators; 
an important case [4, p. 3793 is when F is the smooth functions on a 
Poisson manifold with “bracket” the given Poisson bracket). 
First let us recall our two basic Jordan superalgebras. If F denotes the 
polynomial algebra @[xl, or the truncated polynomial algebra @,[x] = 
@[x]/(xp) when @ has characteristic p, the Jordan superalgebra of vector 
fieZds on the line over @ [ 1, Example 41 is J = J, @ J, with JO = Ff, J, the 
regular bimodule, and odd product built out of the derivative D(f) = df/dx. 
More concretely, we have linear bijections F + Ji via f + f, such that 
products are given by 
(1.1.1) fo . go = (fg)o 
(1.1.2) fo . g1= g1 .fo = (fsh 
(1.1.3) fi 0 iTI= {Wf)g-ffDk)lo 
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The Jordan superalgebra of Poisson brackets [ 1, Example 51 is defined in 
terms of the polynomial ring F= @[X, Y] on two sets of indeterminates 
x= {Xi)ic19 Y = { Y;}~~, (or, in characteristic p, on the truncated polyno- 
mial rings @,[X, Y] = @[X, Y]/( {xy, yp}}), by taking J,, to be Ff, J, 
the regular bimodule, with odd product built out of partial derivatives. 
More precisely, we have linear bijections f -f, of F on J, so that products 
take the form 
(1.2.1) fo . go = (fg)o 
(1.2.2) fo~g,=gI.fo=(fg)* 
(1.2.3) 
Note that for the commutative associative algebra F the linear Jordan 
product coincides with the associative one, f. g = fg, so in both super- 
algebras the first two products are those of a special algebra {F’}‘+ inside 
the associative superalgebra F2 = F,@ F, with product a,b, = (ab)i+, 
(indices mod 2). However, F2 is commutative, so the odd products (1.1.3), 
(1.2.3) are definitely different from the (trivial) products ft 0 g, = 
wf, glo = 0. 
To fit these examples into a slightly larger perspective, let us look at the 
products (l.l), (1.2) in a bit more detail. Equations (1.1.2) (1.2.2) say J, 
is generated out of the element 
(1.3) c= l,, fi =fo.c, 
and in both cases fi 0 g, = (f x g). for some skew-symmetric product f x g 
on F. 
A dot-bracket algebra 9 = (F, ., x) is a unital commutative associative 
@-algebra (F, .) together with a bracket, a skew-symmetric product x on 
F. We will often abbreviate the functional product f. g by juxtaposition fg, 
and denote the left multiplication operators with respect to the two 
products . and x by L, and D,, 
(1.4) Lfk) =f. g> D,(s) =f x g. 
From any dot-bracket algebra we construct the Kantor supera[gebra KJ(F) 
by the Kantor doubling process 
(1.51) J=F@F.c 
(1.5.2) f .s=fs 
(1.53) f.(g.c)=(g.c).f=(fg).c 
(1.5.4) (f.c)O(g.c)=(fxg). 
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KJ(9) always has unit element 1 and a distinguished derivative D = -D, , 
(1.6) D(f) =.fx 1. 
In the vector field case (1.1) D = d/d.x, while in the Poisson bracket case 
(1.2) D = 0. We can classify brackets into two types according to the 
behaviour of their derivatives: we call a dot-bracket algebra (and its 
superalgebra) of vector type if (as in the vector field case) its bracket is 
built out of its distinguished derivative D, 
(1.6.1) vectortype:f’x g=(fx l)g-f(gx l)=D(f)g-fD(g), 
and of Poisson type if (as in the Poisson bracket case) its derivative is zero, 
(1.6.2) Poisson type: f x 1 = 0 (i.e., D = 0). 
An important class of dot-bracket algebras are the algebras of Poisson 
brackets introduced by Kantor [Z] as an algebraic generalization of 
Poisson brackets on a smooth manifold [4, p. 3791. We call x a Poisson 
bracket if it is a Lie product on F acting as derivations of the associative 
structure, 
(1.7) Poisson bracket x : 
(PBl) fx(gh)=(fxg)h+g(fxh) 
W2) .fx(gxh)=(fxg)xh+gx(fxh). 
The first of these is Leibniz’ Rule, and in view of the skewness of x the 
latter condition is just the Jacobi identity 
(PB2’) .fx(gxh)+gx(hxf)+hx(fxg)=O. 
These brackets are necessarily of Poisson type, since g = h = 1 in (1.7.1) 
shows f x 1 = 0. They were introduced by Kantor [2], who obtained the 
basic results about the functor KJ for these algebras. (Note that in addition 
Kantor considers graded F’s, while all our bracket algebras are ungraded; 
the graded case will be considered in a separate paper [S] with Daniel 
King.) 
We consider more general x to include the vector case (1.1) as well as 
the Poisson case (1.2). A vector bracket algebra is one having a vector 
bracket 
(1.8) f XI, s=D(f)g-fD(g) (DE Der(F, .)); 
note that necessarily D is the distinguished derivative of x D since D( 1) = 0 
forces f x 1 = D(f), so these are all of vector type. 
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Generalizing the vector and Poisson brackets, we define 9 = (F, ., x) to 
be a Jordan dot-bracket algebra and x to be a Jordan bracket if it satisfies 
the Jordan bracket conditions 
(1.9) (JBl) fx(gh)=(fxg)h+g(fxh)-D(f)gh 
(JB2) fx(gxh)=(fxg)xh+gx(fxh) 
-tD(f)(sxh)+ (fx g)D(h)-D(g)(fxh); 
these can be written (in view of the skewness of x) 
(1.9’) (JBl’) YP(f, g, A) = 0 
(JB2’) f(L g, A) = W g, A) 
using the Jacobi function f, the D-function 9 (both of which are cyclic), 
as well as the structural function 9, given by 
(1.10.1) Y(f,g,h)=D.,(gh)-D,(g)h-gD,(h)+D(f)gh 
(1.10.2) 9th g,h)= C D(f)(gxh) 
cyclic 
=D(f)(gxh)+D(g)(hxf)+D(h)(fxg). 
(1.10.3) fUs,h)= 1 fxkxh) 
CYClC 
=Dl(gxh)-D,jg)xh-gxD,(h). 
In this case D is a derivation of (F, .) and (F, x): putting f = 1 in (JBl) 
yields 
(1.11.1) (JB3) D(gh)= D(gV + gW), 
i.e., Y( 1, g, h) = 0, 
while putting f = 1 in (JB2) yields 
(1.11.2) (JB4) D(gxh)=D(g)xh+gxD(h), 
i.e., /(l, g,h)=LS(l, g,h)=O 
[note 1 x g= -D(g), D(1) = 1 x 1 = 01. We shall see in Section 2 that 
these are precisely the brackets that lead to Jordan superalgebras. 
We call a @-subspace Kc F a dot-bracket ideal if it is a subspace of F 
closed under multiplications L, and D,, 
(1.12) KaF if F.K+FxKcK. 
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We say F ‘is a simple dot-bracket algebra if it has no proper dot-bracket 
ideals and the bracket is non-zero (i.e., we do not count a field with zero 
bracket as being simple). 
Any homomorphism F c 9 of dot-bracket algebras induces by (1.5) 
a homomorphism U(P) K’(d)r KJ(P) with KJ(d)(f+ gc) = &f) + 
4(g)?, so KJ is a functor from the category of dot-bracket algebras to the 
category of super-commutative superalgebras. If I‘ u 9 then by abuse of 
language (note X is not unital) KJ(X) u KJ(P)), and 9 = P/.X is again 
a dot-bracket algebra with 
KJ(.F) z KJ(B)/KJ(X). 
An important example of this that we will meet later is truncation, passage 
from F= @[Xl to F= @[X,1 = F/K for K= Xp. F in characteristic p. For 
example, this K will be a dot-bracket ideal when (JBl ) holds, i.e., when all 
D, of (1.4) are structural transformations T of (F, ), 
(1.13) T(g.h)= T(g).h+g.T*(h) 
=T(g).h+g.T(h)-t.g.h for t= T(l), 
since then T(x~~F)=(~x~~~‘~T(~)-(~-~)~~~~}~F+x~.T*(~)~x~.F 
when pF = 0. 
2. SIMPLE SUPERALGEBRAS 
We have a simple simplicity test for Kantor superalgebras (whether or 
not they are Jordan) which shows that both our basic examples are simple. 
2.1. SIMPLICITY CRITERION. The Kantor superalgehra KJ(9) is simple iff 
the dot-bracket algebra 9 is simple. In general the ideals of KJ(9) are 
precisely all I = K $ L c for dot-bracket ideals K, L a 9 of B related by 
(2.1.1) FxLcKcL. 
A superalgebra KJ(9) of vector type is simple iff 9 is D-simple (has no 
dot-D-ideals F’ K + D(K) c K and its derivative D # 0). In general, the ideals 
of J are precisely all I = K + L . c for dot-D-ideals K, L of 9 satisfying 
(2.1.2) D(L) + L. D(F) c Kc L. 
If the ideal generated by D(F) is all of F, 1 E (D(F)), then there is a lattice 
isomorphism between the ideals I of J and the dot-D-ideals K of F, 
(2.1.3) I=K+K.c=KJ(X)aKJ(F)=J. 
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Zf F is @[A’] for a field @ of characteristic 0 (or Qj,[X] in characteristic 
P), and 
(2.1.4) all a/ax for x E X lie in the subalgebra of End,(F) 
generated by all ltzft multiplications L., and D, for f E F, 
then 9 is simple and KJ(p) is simple. In particular, the algebra of vector 
fields on the line over a field @ and the algebra of Poisson brackets over @ 
are simple superalgebras. 
Proof: From (1.5.1) we see that the graded subspaces of J= KJ(9) are 
precisely all subspaces Z= K+ L .c for subspaces K, L c F; (1.5.2)( 1.5.4) 
show that J.ZcZiff F.KcK; F.LcL, F.KcL; FxLcK, i.e., iff K,L 
are ideals of (F, .) with Fx L c Kc L. In this case both K, L are 
dot-bracket ideals: F x Kc F x L c Kc L. This establishes the general 
description (2.1.1) of ideals. 
If J is simple then 9 must be simple: any proper K 4 9 would give a 
proper Z=K+K.c=KJ(x)a,, KJ(9)= J by (2.1.1) and x must be 
nonzero else Z= F. c aRr J. Conversely, if 9 is simple then J has no proper 
ideals Z=K+L.c as in (2.1.1): Z#J*l$Z*K#F=K=O, Z#O=S 
L#O*L=F, whence FxF=FxLcK=O, which contradicts x #O. 
For vector types the dot-bracket ideals F. K+ F x Kc K are by (1.6.1) 
just the dot-D-ideals F. K+ D(K)c K (note 1 x K= -D(K)), so the sim- 
plicity condition that 9 is dot-bracket simple becomes that 9 is D-simple. 
For the general description (2.1.2) of ideals, in (2.1.1) the condition 
FxLcKfirst imples D(L)= -1xLcKand then KxFxL+F.D(L)= 
D(F).L, so FxLcK reduces to D(L)+D(F).LcK as in (2.1.2). When 
(D(F)>=F then L.D(F)cKaF shows L.FcKcL and L=K; thus 
in (2.1.2) the ideals are the Z= K + K. c for all dot-D-ideals K of F, 
establishing (2.1.3 ). 
To check that 9 = @[Xl or @,[X] is simple (and hence KJ(9) is 
simple) under the hypotheses of (2.1.4), note in characteristic 0 F is 
represented by polynomials, in characteristic p by truncated polynomials; 
if K were a non-zero dot-bracket ideal of F it would be an ideal in the 
polynomial ring F invariant under all a/ax by hypothesis (2.1.4), and a 
non-zero polynomial f in K of minimal degree would have aflax = 0 for all 
x and hence (since in characteristic p the polynomials all have degree <p) 
be constant, and therefore invertible (since @ is a field), so 1 E K and K = F. 
In the vector field case df/dx = D in (1.1.3) in the Poisson bracket case 
afjax, = -D,,, af/ayi= D, in (1.2.3), so the hypotheses of (2.1.4) are 
met. 1 
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3. JORDAN SUPERALGEBRAS 
The condition that KJ(p) be a Jordan superalgebra turns out (by 
design, not serendipity) to be the condition that 9 be Jordan. 
3.1. JORDAN CRITERION. The Kantor superalgebra KJ(F, ., x) is a Jordan 
superalgebra iff x is a Jordan bracket in the sense of (1.9). A Kantor super- 
algebra of vector type (1.6.1) is Jordan iff x is a vector bracket (1.8), and 
a Kantor superalgebra of Poisson type (1.6.2) is Jordan tff x is a Poisson 
bracket (1.7): 
(3.1.1) KJ(F, ., x ) of vector type is Jordan iff D E Der(F, .), 
in which case (F, x) is a Lie algebra with each Dl- a structural transforma- 
tion (1.13) of (F, .), 
and 
f(A g, h) = W g, h) = 0, 
yP(f, g,h)=O:Df(g.h)=Df(g).h+g.Df*(h), 
(3.1.2) KJ(F, .,x) of Poisson type is Jordan (ff (F, .,x) is a 
Poisson bracket algebra 
in which case (F, x ) is a Lie algebra with each Df a derivation of (F, . ) and 
(F, x 1, 
f(f, g, h) = Q(A g> h) = 0, D = 0, 
D,-(g.h)=D,-(g).h+g.D/(h) 
Df(gxh)=D,(g)xh+gxD,(h). 
In particular, the superalgebras of vector fields on a line and Poisson 
brackets are Jordan superalgebras. 
Proof We show that the Jordan super-identities (0.2) for KJ(F, ., x) 
are equivalent to (JBl)-(JB2). The multiplication table (1.5) for J(F, ., x) 
shows that (0.2.1) is just the skewness of the product x. Statement (0.2.2) 
holds because we noted that J as split null extension is just the split null 
extension of the Jordan algebra Ff by its regular bimodule. Thus any 
associator in J vanishes if it has at most one of its three entries in J,; in 
particular (0.2.4b) holds automatically, and the first associators in (0.2.4a) 
and (0.2.4~) vanish. In (0.2.3, 4a, 4c, 4d) we write fO=f, g, = g.c, etc. for 
h g, h, k in F, and use the product rules (1.5) to obtain conditions on the 
bracket x in F: 
(0.2.3*) (fzg)xh-.~2(gxh)-2{(fh)xgJf+2(fh)x(fg)=0 
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(0.2.4a*) -(hkg)xf+(hk)x(gf)+(kfg)xh-(kf)x(gh)=O 
(0.2.4c*) (hkxg)f-hk(gxf)-(kfxg)h+kf(gxh)=O 
(0.2.4d*) {(fxh)g}xk-(fxh)(gxk)+ {W-W xf 
-(hxk)(sxf)+{(kxf)gfxh-(kxf)(sxh)=O. 
First we show that (JBl)-(JB2) are consequences of these conditions. 
If we set g=l in (4d*) and use D(f)=fx 1 we get (fxh)xk+ 
(fxh)D(k)+(hxk)xf+(hxk)D(f)+(kxf)xh+(kxf)D(h) = 
0, which is (JB2’) (with g replaced by k) in view of the skewness of x and 
the symmetry of . . Setting h= 1 in (4c*) yields (kx g).f-k(gxf)- 
(kf) x g + kfo( g) = 0, which is just (JBl) with f, g, h replaced by g, A k. 
Thus (JBl)-(JB2) are necessary for Jordanness. 
To see conversely that (JBl))(JBZ) are sufficient, we show they imply 
(3*), (4a*), (4c*), (4d*). First recall that they imply (JB3)-(JB4). Then for 
(3*) we use (JBl ) repeatedly to compute 
C(f2s)xh-f2(gxh)l+2C-f{(f~)xg}+(f~)x(fg)l 
=C(f2xh)g+~(h)f2gl+2C{(f~)xf}g-~(.f~)fgl 
= d-w-x A) + Wh)f21 
+2gC(fxf)h+f(hxf)+D(f)fh-D(fh)fl 
= 2fg[fx h + h xf+ fD(h) + D(f)h - D(fh)] = 0 
(since D is a derivation by (JB3)). For (4d*) we use (JBl) to compute 
C~(fx~)g~xk-(fx~)(gxk)l+C~(~xk)g~xf-(~xk)(sxf)l 
+ C((kxf)g)xh-(kxf)(gxh)l 
=[(fxh)xk+(hxk)xf+(kxf)xh+D(k)(fxh) 
+ D(f)(h x k) + D(h)(k xf)] g= 0. g = 0 
by (JB2’). Equation (4a*) is the condition that - { (hk) g} xf+ (hk) x (gf) 
be symmetric in f and h, and by (JB 1) 
fx {(hk)gl+ (hk)x (fs) 
=C(fxhk)g+hk{fxg}-D(f)hkgl 
+C{hkxf}g+f(hkxg)-D(hk)fgl 
=[fxhk+hkxf-D(f)hk-D(hk)f]g 
+ L-~kU-xg~ + {hkxg)fl 
= [I-W-hk)l g+ C{hVI x g-WD(g)l 
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is clearly symmetric in f ,  h, k. Similarly, (4c*) is the condition that 
(hk x g) f  + kf (g x h) be symmetric in f  and h, and 
=[-gxkh+k(gxh)]f=[-(gxk)h+D(g)kh]f 
=[-gxk+D(g)k]hf 
is clearly symmetric. Thus (JBl)-(JB2) suffice to imply the conditions (0.2). 
In case J(F, ., x) is of vector type (1.6.1) DE Der(F, .) is necessary for 
Jordanness by (JB3), and it is sufficient since it implies (JBl)-(JB2): for 
(JBl) we compute 
fx(gh)-(fxg)h-g(fxh) 
=D(f)gh-fWgW{Wf)g-fD(g)P-gP(fV-fwd) 
= -D(f) gh 
using the derivation condition for D(gh), and for (JB2) we have the 
stronger result that both sides of (JB2’) vanish, in particular that x is 
necessarily a Lie product, 
since f  x(gxh)=D(f)(gxh)-fD(gxh), where both 
Wf )(g x h) = Wf )CD(g)h - gW)l = D(f) wgv - W) D(f) g 
and 
f&Y x A) =fNWg)h - gWh)l 
=fCD’(g)h - s~2wl = hfD2(g) -fgD2(N 
vanish under cyclic summation over f ,  g, h, making use of the relation 
(3.2) D[D(a)h - aD(b)] = D2(a)b - aD2(b) 
for any derivation. This establishes (3.1.1). 
When KJ(F, ., x) is of Poisson type (1.6.2), D = 0, conditions 
(JBl)-(JB2) reduce to (PBl)-(PB2) of (1.7); conversely, if (PBl) [that 
each D,- is a derivation of (F, .)] holds, we remarked that D = 0 since 
fx1=fx(1~1)=(fx1)~1+1~(fx1)=2fx1.Theskewproduct x isa 
Lie product iff the Jacobi identity (PB2) [i.e., by (1.10.3) that each D, be 
a derivation of (F’, x )] holds, which establishes (3.1.2). 
The superalgebra of vector fields on the line (1.1) is of vector type 
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(D = d/dx), and hence is Jordan by (3.1.1). The superalgebra of Poisson 
brackets (1.2) is Jordan since conditions (1.7) hold: if 8, stands for a/& 
then D,= xi a,(f) 8, - i3.“,(f) 8, is a (finite) linear combination of partial 
derivatives, where ANY aZ is a not only a derivation of the product gh but 
also of ANY product g x h = C c$,,(g) 8,,(h) for constants ci [note 
a,{gx A) =c cia,(azg) a,,@)+C uia,(g) at,,(azh)= (a,g) xh+ gx (d&J 
by commutativitity of partials]. 1 
The Jordan superalgebras of vector type (3.1.1) will be called oector 
superalgebras, and the Jordan superalgebras of Poisson type (3.1.2) will be 
called Poisson superalgebras. In Section 6 we will give an example of a 
differentially simple Jordan bracket algebra which is neither vector nor 
Poisson; indeed f = 9 # 0 so the underlying bracket is not Lie. 
4. SPECIALITY OF VECTOR SUPERALGEBRAS 
In this section we establish speciality of the Jordan superalgebra of 
vector fields on the line, or more generally any vector superalgebra given 
by a vector bracket x = x D built from a derivation D of F as in (1.8), 
(4.1) fxg=D(f)g-fD(g) for D E Der(F, . ). 
We denote the resulting vector superalgebra KJ(F, ., xD) of (1.5) by 
KJ(F, D): 
(4.2.1) 
(4.2.2) 
(4.2.3) 
(4.2.4) 
KJ(F, D)=F@F.c, 
f .g=fg 
f.gc=gc.f=(fg).c 
(f .c)O (g.c)= {D(f)g-fD(g) 
In (4.1.1) we saw that these are all Jordan. We now show they are all 
special Jordan. We denote by 
the unital associative (but non-commutative) algebra of differential 
operators on F generated by left multiplications Ly (f E F) and the deriva- 
tion D. The elements of $8 have the form of differential polynomials 
C;=O LADi under composition of operators, with 
(4.3) DID’= D’+J, L,L,=L,,, CD> L/l = LD,~,. 
We now show that vector superalgebras can be realized as 2 x 2 matrices 
of differential operators. 
481/14912-S 
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4.4. THEOREM. For any unital commutative associative algebra F with 
derivation D, the vector superalgebra KJ(F, D) is a special Jordan super- 
algebra: it can be imbedded in the algebra M2(9) qf all 2 x 2 matrices over 
the algebra 9(F, D) of d!fferential operators via 
4L,D + 2L,(,, 
R 1 L/ . 
Proof. The above mapping CJ is certainly a Q-linear bijection (note we 
have not ruled out D =O, but the map is still injective). It is 
straightforward to verify that 0 preserves the products (3.2): by (3.3) we 
have 
4f 
= l/2 
[ 
0 Lf(4L,D + 2L,(,,) + (4L,D + 2LDtn,) L, 
-(L., L, + L&f) 0 1 
= l/2 
0 4L,D + 2L/,,,, + 4tLg/ D + L,Dc./ ) ) + 2bw 
- 2L, 0 1 
= l/2 
0 8LkD + 4LD,/a = 
2L, 0 1 (by D(h) D(f) g +fD(g)) - 
0 
= 4Lf,D + 2LDC/k, _ 1 - - Lf&z 0 d(h). c)
0 4L,D+ 2LD(f, 
I[ 
0 4L,D + 2L,(,, = 
-Lf 0 -L&T 0 1 
[ 
- (4Lf D + 2LD,f ,) L, 0 
= 
0 -L,(4L,D + 2LD(y,,) 1 
[ -4Lf lLD(g) + L,D) - OLD,,,& 
0 
= 
0 -4Lf L,D-2LfLDC,, 1 
-4LfD,,,-4Lf~D-2LD,f,, 
0 
= 
0 -4L,D - 2LfD(y,, 1 
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so interchanging f and g and subtracting gives 
4f.c) 0 4g.c) 
= V2CKf.c), dg.c)l 
-2&v,, + 2&D,, 1 0 
= l/2 [ 0 -2blw + 2Jbm 1 
= 
[ L--fD(g)+gD(l) 0 0 I L-Hxa)+nD(l) 
=o[D(S)g-fD(g)l=o(fx.g)=aC(f~c)O(g.c)]. 
Thus c is indeed an isomorphic imbedding. m 
It would be interesting to have an interpretation of what KJ(F, D) 
represents as a bunch of differential operators; note in particular that 
cr(c)* = -4d/dx, so c in some sense represents the distribution 2i m. 
5. NON-SPECIALITY OF POISSON TYPES 
In this section we investigate Kantor superalgebras of Poisson type. 
With an added non-degeneracy condition we show these are not special, 
and in fact have no non-zero specializations at all. This is a surprising, even 
disturbing, result, since the superalgebra of Poisson brackets is so basic. 
In this section we are not assuming our function superalgebras are 
Jordan (they are of Poisson type (1.6.2), but not necessarily Poisson super- 
algebras (3.1.2)); of course, if they have injective specializations they must 
be Jordan, and if they have non-zero specializations they must be at least 
slightly Jordan. Throughout this section we consider a fixed specialization 
KJ(F, .,x)4 A”+. By restricting to the (graded) associative subalgebra 
generated by a(J), we may always assume that A is an enoelope (is 
generated as associative algebra by a(J)). If we set 
S, := a(J,), S, :=a(JI)=o(JO).~(c)=SO.s 
we are assuming 
(5.1) A is generated by S, and s = cr(c), 
in which case the unit for J becomes the unit for A, 
(5.2) A has unit 1 =(r(l). 
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Since the center of A consists of the elements commuting with any 
generating set for A, we have 
(5.3) w(‘(A)={aEA 1 [a,S,]=[a,s]=O). 
The commutative associative nature of F gets reflected in certain 
products in KJ(F, ., x) and their images in A. In terms of the Jordan super 
triple product of homogeneous elements 
we can define products 
(5.4.2) p(“,,~‘,,z,)=2{,~,,~;,z,}-(-1)‘i2iI’,,x,,=k} 
(5.4.3) 4(x0, Y”) = 2{h l’o3 -yoJ Yo - ix09 Yo YO> x0> 
- iv03 Jo ‘X0> Yo 1 
in any superalgebra. In special superalgebras JC A’+ these products p, q 
can be expressed in terms of graded commutators (x,, y,) = x, y, - 
( - 1)” y,x;, 
(5.4.1s) {x,, J’,,Zk}’ 1/2(x,y,zk+(-1)“+‘k+kk’z,L’iX,) 
(5.4.1s) p(x;, Y , T  zk)= ((,y,, 1?,>, -?k) (in ,4’+) 
(5.4.3s) 4(X0> Yo) = (x0, .voj*. 
In KJ(F, ., x) the product rules (1.5) lead to 
(5.5.li) (“6 g? Al =“I3 
(5.5.lii) {.Ls,~4={.L~~ c,g}=(h.c,f,g}=(fgh).c 
(5.5.2) P(f,g,h)=P(f;g,h.c)=P(f,h.c,g)=O 
(5.5.3) df, g) = 0. 
These relations will continue to hold under any homomorphism of super- 
algebras, in particular under any specialization (T: for (x, y, z) = (f, g, h) or 
(f, g, h .c) or (g, h .c, f) we have P(+), o(y), 4~)) = 4pk Y, ~1) = 
a(0) = 0 and q(Q), a(g)) = a(q(f, g)) = a(0) = 0 from (5.5.2))(5.5.3), so in 
view of (5.4.2st(5.4.3~) we have (since at least two of the three variables 
are even, all graded commutators are ordinary commutators) 
(5.6.1) CCdf)? ds)l, dh)l= CC4fL 4g11> 0th .c)l 
= CCa(f), cJ(h c)l, a(g)1 = 0 
(5.6.2) C4f)t dg)Y = 0. 
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The first relation shows the commutator [o(f), a(g)] is central in A by 
(5.3), and the second shows it is nilpotent: 
(5.7) Ydf, g) = [a(f), o(g)1 
= 2Cdf) o(g) - 4fs)l E & n WA) has Yo(f, d2 = 0. 
Nice algebras will not admit such scalars, hence will have y0 = 0, and 0 will 
be an associative homomorphism. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. If A is a semiprime envelope for a(J) (e.g., if it is a 
tight cover of a semiprime J), then y0 = 0. Whenever y0 = 0, o is an 
associative homomorphism F --) A, 
df) 4s) = dk). 
Proof: If A is semiprime as graded algebra it has no homogeneous 
nilpotent elements in its centroid or its center, so in view of (5.7) all 
yO(f, g) must be zero. If A is a tight cover of a semiprime J (so all non-zero 
graded ideals of A hit J), then it inherits semi-primeness: if 0 # ZQ~, A is 
a graded ideal with I* = 0, then by tightness 0 # K= In JaR, J has K* = 0, 
contrary to semiprimeness of J. Once y0 = 0 we have a(fg) = a(f) o(g) 
by (5.7). I 
Next we will use the commutativity conditions (5.6.1) to give us informa- 
tion about the image of the bracket, i.e., about odd products S, 0 S, in 
A ‘+. We have a general associative formula 
(5.9) cx~w~~l={c x.s,s].y-x.[y.s,s]} 
+{c~,~l~~}~~-~/~c~,cY~~,~ll 
+ mx, SICY, $1 + 1/Xx, L-Y, sll .s 
for any x, y, s in A. 
We apply this to the elements x = a(f), y = a(g), s = a(c). Then 
[X . S, S] = 2o(f. C) 0 a(c) = 2a((f. c) . c) = 2a(fx 1) = 2o(D(f)), and 
similarly for y. Since o(f) . a(g) = a(f . g) = a(fg), the first term of (5.9) is 
2a(D(f)g-fD(g)). By (5.7) [x, y] = yO(f, g) is central, so the third term 
is - 1/2y,(f, D(g)) and the second term is {[x, y] .s} . s = [x, y] s* = 
yO(J g) s2. By (5.6.2) with h = 1 [x, [y, s]] = 0, so the fifth term drops out. 
If we introduce the ahhreviation 
(5.10) ~I(!-) = C4f), sl, ‘you 8) = a,(f) a,(s) 
then the fourth term is l/2 ‘y,,(f, g). Thus in our case (5.9) becomes 
(5.11) 2a(f.C)OC(g.c) 
= ww1 g-fWg)l + Ydf, 8) J2 - Ycdh Wg)) + 1/2y”,(f, g). 
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From (5.6.2) with h = 1 [[IT(~), s], a(g)] = 0, so 
(5.12) 3, =0,(F) has [s,, S,,] =O. 
Since [a(f).s, s] = [o(f), s] .s= 1/2[o(f), s’] where [o(f.~), a(c)] = 
2~Q.c) 0 a(c) (recall (0.3.2)) = 2a((f.c) 0 c) = 2a(D(f)) again, we also 
have 
(5.13) [a(f. c), s] = a,(f) .s = 1/2[o(f), s’] =2@(f)). 
So far our calculations were for arbitrary Kantor superalgebras. [It is 
instructive to see what these reduce to in the case of the specialization G 
of (3.4) for a vector superalgebra: yO(J g)=O, s= [ !‘, “,“I, a,(f)= 
[; -Lo”“‘], so yO(f; g) =O.] Now we come to the main result about 
Poisson bracket superalgebras, or more generally Kantor superalgebras of 
Poisson type. 
5.14. THEOREM. If KJ(F, ., x ) is a Kantor superalgehra of Poisson type, 
(i) Fxl=O (i.e. D(f)=(f~c)Clc=Oforallf), 
with the condition 
(ii) 1 E&.(Fx F) (i.e., 4,(J,)= J), 
then J is exceptional, indeed it admits no non-zero specializations whatsoever. 
In particular, this holds ,for the simple Jordan superalgebra of Poisson 
brackets. 
Proof Suppose J-Q A”+ is a specialization of J, with A assumed to 
be an envelope as in (5.1). Hypothesis (ii) says that 1 lies in the ideal of F 
generated by F x F= J, 0 J, [equivalently of J generated by J, , since 
YJ( J, ) = YJO( J, 0 J, ) @ Jl 1, hence applying cr yields that 1 = cr( 1) lies in the 
ideal of a(J) (even more of A) generated by S, 0 S,. If we can prove 
(*) S, 0 S, is spanned by elements y in the center of A with y2 = 0, 
then this latter ideal is nil (if a=C:=, Yia, where rf =0 for each i, then 
a ‘+ ’ = 0), so 1 is nilpotent and hence 1 = 0, A = 0, CT = 0 as asserted in the 
theorem. 
When D = 0 the formula (5.11) becomes 
(5.11*) df. c) 0 4s. cl = 1/2Yo(f, 8) s2 + 1/4y”o(f, 8). 
By (5.7) yo(f, g) is central with yi = 0, so all that remains to establish (*) 
IS 
(5.15) s2 E A, n %‘?(A) is central, 
(5.16) jjO(f, g) c A0 n%‘(A) is central with 7: = 0. 
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From (5.13) when D=O we see 
(5.13*) [s,,s]=&s=[&,s2]=0 
so that s2 commutes with S, and trivially with s, therefore .r2 is central by 
(5.3), establishing (5.15). 
From (5.11*) we see that jjO is skew in f; g since a(f . c) 0 o( g. c) and 
Y~L 8) are, so 
MA &?I’= o,(f) 01(g) 01(f) o,(g) = o,(f1 Po(& f) al(g) 
= -J,(f) MA g) al(s) = -,m2 dd2 
= -y”o(f, f) Mg, g) = 0. 
This establishes nilpotence in (5.16); for centrality we observe that y”,(f, g) 
lies in s,s,, where 3, commutes with S,, by (5.12) and 3,3, commutes 
with s (S, anticommutes with s by (5.13*), so s”,I,s= -S,s?, = +sS,?,), 
thus y”,, is central by (5.3), establishing (5.16). 
Once (5.15) (5.16) are established we have (*), and hence a=O. 1 
It would be interesting to try to use Glennie’s identity G, on the 
Grassman envelope T(J) to show that T(J) is exceptional, even i-excep- 
tional; then the graded version of G, could be used directly in J to show 
J is not the homomorphic image of a special superalgebra. 
6. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE WHICH Is NEITHER VECTOR NOR POISSON 
We construct here a simple Jordan dot-bracket algebra F where 
f = 9 #O; the underlying bracket therefore is not Lie, and so KJ(9) 
cannot be of vector or Poisson type. This shows that to get a full range of 
Jordan superalgebras we must not only relax the derivation condition 
(PBl) to the structural condition (JBl), we must also relax the Jacobi 
condition (PB2) 3 = 0 to the condition (JB2) 2 = 9. Our bracket will be 
built out of two pairs of linear transformations, so we begin with a general 
discussion of brackets built out of pairs of transformations. 
A general construction including both (1.1) and (1.2) starts from a 
bilinear product S(f) T(g) f or an arbitrary pair of Q-linear transforma- 
tions S, T on F. In order to get a skew bracket we form the product 
(6.1) fxsTg=W-1 T(g)-T(f)S(g) 
with distinguished derivative 
(6.2) ~.A-) = W)f - Wb (t=T(l),s=S(l)). 
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Note that from the definition (6.1) we have 
(6.3) X -0 ss - 2 xTs= - XST. 
(We get the vector field example (1.1) when S = d/dx, T = Z, and we get the 
Poisson example (1.2) in two variables when S = a/ax, T= ajay.) These 
brackets always have vanishing 9 of (1.10.2), 
(6.4) %T(f, g, h) = 0, 
since by (6.1)-(6.2) 
DST(f)k XST h) = Cs(f)t - Wbl~ [S(g) T(h) - T(g) S(h)1 
= sCT(f) T(g) S(h) - T(h) T(f) S(g)1 
+ tCs(f) S(g) T(h) - S(h) S(f) T(g)1 
where both the s and the f terms vanish under cyclic permutation off, g, h 
in 9 of (1.10). 
To aid in investigating the Jordan bracket condition (JBl) we introduce 
the notation 
(6.5) R’(a,b)=R(ab)-R(a)b-aR(b)+R(l)ab 
= R(ab) - R(a)b - aR*(b) CR* = R - L,c,,) 
for any &linear transformation on R; R’ measures how far R is from being 
structural as in (1.13). Note that R’ = 0 if R is a linear combination of 
derivations and (left) multiplications. 
6.6. PROPOSITION. The bracket xs7 satisfies 
(6.6.1) %(.L g, h) = S(f 1 T’(g, h) - T(f 1 S’(g> h), 
(6.6.2) %x(X g, h) = 0, 
so it satisfies the Jordan bracket condition (JBl) zff this YST vanishes for all 
f, g, h. In this case, 
(6.6.3) o&Af, g> h) = 1 (f x.v- s)CX U(h). 
cychc 
xST satisfies (JB2) i f f  2sr(f, g, h) = 0; thus if xsT is a Jordan bracket it is 
necessarily a Lie bracket. Note xs.,- is a Jordan bracket whenever S, T are 
commuting structural transformations. 
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Proof: For (6.6.1) we recall (1.10.1) and compute 
~(f,g,~)=fxs,(g~)-(fxs,g)~-g(fx,,~)+~.~,(f)g~ 
= S(f)Cm+) - ZlgP - gT(h) + Ml 
- W)CS(gh) - S(g)h -@(A) +&I 
(by (6.1)-(6.2)) = S(f) T’(g, A) - T(f) S’(g, A) (by (6.5)). 
Equation (6.6.2) is (6.4), so x sT satisfies (JB2’) 2 = 9 iff it satisfies the 
Lie bracket condition 4 = 0. 
In Equation (6.6.3) will follow as the special l-index case of the general 
formula (6.9.3) which follows. 1 
Thus no bracket xS7 will be non-Lie Jordan. However, our example will 
be the sum of two such brackets, so we investigate the analogous situation 
for a general sum. 
If xi are a locally finite family of brackets on F, in the sense that for any 
fixed f, g E F only finitely many of the f x 1 g # 0, then we can form the sum 
f x g = Cif x, g and obtain another bracket on F, which will be vector or 
Poisson if the xi are. If YY = {S,, T,> is focally finite family of pairs 
of linear transformations, in the sense that for any fixed f, g in F 
si(f) Ti(g) =O f or all but a finite number of i, then the xi = x~,,~, are 
locally finite. Important examples, such as the Poisson bracket (1.2), result 
by summing over Si, Ti which are derivations or multiplications. For any 
locally finite family we form the YF-bracket 
(6.7) f x.99- s=Cf XS,T, g 
having distinguished derivative 
(6.8) &Af)=C~S,T,(f) 
as in (6.1 t(6.2). 
6.9. PROPOSITION. For a locally finite family YT, x,~~ has 
(6.9.1) %T(f) g, h) = c %,,T,(f, g, A) 
i 
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so it satisfies (JBl’) iff this vanishes .for all f, g, h (e.g., if all S,, T, are 
structural). In this case we have 
(6.9.2) 
f or 
and 
?v.T(~, gt h) = - C C ai, (A g, h) 
I c j cychc 
3jC.L g> h)= (.fx s,s, 8) b,,(h) + (fxKTI g) 4,s,W, 
(6.9.3) c&Af, g, h) =c c ci4A.L g, h) + 1 c J$((J; g, h) 
i cychc i< , cychc 
for 
Ai(f, g, h)= (fxS,T, g)CS;, T,](h) 
&j(.L g, h)= (.~X.S,T, g)CS,T~l(h) + (f X.y,r, g)CSiT~l(h) 
+ (f x.s,s, g)(CTiTjI +&,$W 
+ (f XT,r, g)([&sjl +&s,)(h)> 
so in particular if all Si, T, are commuting structural transformations then 
x,~~ will be a Jordan bracket iff 
4-9=2$= -29=0, 
and again x:/.~ will be Lie as soon as it is Jordan. 
Proof. Equation (6.9.1) follows from (6.5.1) and the fact that Y in 
(1.10.1) is linear in x (the product . is held fixed). By (1.10.2), (6.7t(6.8), 
(6.4) we have that 
where 
~~i=D,,,,(f)(gx,,,,h) 
= [Sic;) ti-Ti(~)~i] -[Sj(~) T,(h)- Tj(~)S,(h)] 
has the same cyclic sum as 
ay 
gz'j= Csz(f)Sj(g) T~(h)-S,(Y)Si(g) T,(h)lt, 
+ CT,(Y) T,(g) S/(h)- T’(Y) T,(g) S,(h)1 St 
=(fxs,s,d T,(h)ti+(.fx.T,g)S,(h)s,, 
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and by (6.3) 
~~+gji=(fxS,S, g)[T,Ch) li- Ti(h) ‘11 
+ (fXT,T, g)CS;(h) si-Si(h) s,l 
= (f%,.Y, d-&qua 
+ (fXT,r, dC-%Y,(wl 
(by (6.2)) = -gV(h g, h), yielding (6.9.2). 
Finally we compute y(L g, h) of (1.10.3). Again by (6.7), we have 
2(f, gy ~)=C,,,Ccycl,cfxS,T,(gxS,T,~) where by (6.3)fxs,T,(gxs,T,h)= 
f ‘S,T, [S,(g) T,(h)] +f xTzS,[Tj(g) S,(h)] results by symmetrizing in S 
and T the product f xs,T, [S,(g) T,(h)], which IN THE PRESENCE OF 
(1.10.1) becomes 
[f XS,T,Sjk)I T,(h)+ $k)[fx,, T,(h)] 
- D.S,T,(f) s,k) Tj@) 
= CS,(.h W,(g)- T;(h W,(s)1 T;(h) 
+S,(g)CS,(j) TiT,(h)-T,(j) stT,(‘)l 
- IIS; ti- ,(?I s;l sj(g) T,(h) 
(by (6.2)), and this in turn has the same cyclic S, T-symmetrization as 
W,(f) Tik) &N- T,(f) S,(g) d’j(Wl 
+ C-s~(f)S,(g) T;~,(h)+S,(f) s,(g) Tzcj(h)l 
+ I-S,&S,(d T,Vd+$(f) Wh T,Wl t, 
=(f ‘S,T,g) stTj(h)+ (f"",,,, g)CT,T,(h)-Tj(h) tiI 
with ST-symmetrization (by (6.3)) 
~t=(fxs,~,g)SiT,(h)-(fxs~~,g) TiSj(') 
+ (~X.S~.S, g)CT,Tj(h)- T,(h) ?,I 
+ (fx T ,T ,  g)CSiS,th) - Sj(h) Sil. 
BY (6.3) 
(*I da:i= (f xS,Tt g)CS;, T,](h) = AI 
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as in (6.9.3) and (by (6.3) and (6.2)) 
(**I 4:,+#;,=ws,T, g)[S,t q1w 
+ U”s,r; g)CSp T,](h) 
+ (f%,.s, g)(CT,, T,l +&,,)w 
+ (f x T,T, g)( csi, S,l + es,qN4 = A, 
as in (6.9.3). Taking cyclic summation of all these gives 
R(f, gh)=C 1 41, 
i,, cyclic 
=c c 2:,+ c c LfI,+f;,) 
I cychc I < , cyck 
=C C A,+ C 2 A> (by (*), (**I) 
which yields (6.9.3). 
I cyclrc I c, cyck 
If all Si, T, are commuting structural transformations then S: = 
T,’ = 0 shows by (6.9.1) that Y = 0 and (JBl ) holds, and since all 
commutators vanish (6.9.3) reduces to jii=O, 2Q= (fxsgs, g) D,q(h) + 
(Yx~,~ g) DSSg(h) = -g,, by (6.9.2) so # - 9 = -29 = 23 and (since 
1/2~@) R--g=0 iff %=g=O. 
Note that, as promised, if there is only one index i the above formula 
(6.9.3) for $ reduces to that of (6.6.3), completing the proof of (6.6). 1 
In view of the last statement of the theorem, to get a non-Lie Jordan 
bracket we will take structural transformations which do NOT all 
commute. One way to do this is to use the grading derivation 
(6.10) d(f,,) = nf, iff, is homogeneous of degree n in the graded 
dot-bracket algebra 9 = @ e, 
[note d(f, . g,) = (n + m) fn. g, (by grading F,, . F, c F,, +m) = nfn. g, + 
mf, . g, = d(fn). g, +fn. A( g,) is a derivation on any graded algebra]. 
This leads to our example. 
6.11. THEOREM. Zf Q, is a field and (F, . ) = @Lx, y, z] (or, in charac- 
teristic p, @[x,, y,, z,]) with bracket 
(6.11.1) 
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(so T(f)=(l-n)fiff h g 1s omo eneous of degree n), then (F, ., x) is a 
simple Jordan dot-bracket but x is not Lie 
(6.11.2) ~=9#0. 
Proof Simplicity follows from (2.1.4) since d/ax= -D,, a/@= D,, 
a/& = D = -D, $ # 0 in (6.11.2) follows from direct calculation 
xxL’=zxl= 1, zxx=zxy=xxl =yxl=O, so 4(x,y,z)=xx 
(yxz)+yx(zxx)+zx(xxy)=O+O+zx1=1, 9(x,y,z)=D(x)yxz+ 
D(~)z~x+D(z).~x~=O+O+~=~. We have X= x~~,~ for S,=a/ax, 
T, =a/+, S,=a/az. T,= T. (JBl) holds in view of (1.9’), (l.lO.l), (6.9.1) 
and the fact that all S;, T, are structural as in (1.13) [they are all deriva- 
tions except for T,, which is I minus a derivation]. To see that (JB2’) 
holds, f = 2, we will use (6.9.2))(6.9.3) to compute f and 9 separately. 
Note D,, s7 = D,, T, = Ds2 r, = 0 since s, = s2 = tl = 0 because the deriva- 
tions A=SliS2,T, have a=A(l)=O; here tz=Tz(l)=(l-O)l=l, so 
D AT2= At,- T,a= A. By (6.9.2) this gives 
?w(f, g, h) = - c (f xs,sz g) D.,,(h) 
CYClC 
= - c;,c (f xslsz g) T,(h). 
We have [S,, S,] = [S,, T,] = [S,, T,] =O, [A, T,] = -A so [A, T2] + 
D aT,=0 [since for any A=a/au we have [A, T*](f,)= [A, T](f,,)= 
A((1 - n)f,) - T(Af,) = ((1 - n) - (1 - Cn - 11) A(fn)) = -A(f We 
also have the general fact that 
(6.12) c (f x.v g) R(h) IS an alternating function of S, T, R 
CYClC 
since (6.3) shows it vanishes if S= T, and it is cyclic in S, T, R by 
1 CfxsTg) R(h) 
=I [S(f) T(g) - T(f) S(g)1 R(h) 
=c CT(g) R(h) S(f) - R(h) T(f) S(g)1 
= 1 CT(f) R(g) S(h) -R(f) T(g) S(h)1 
=c (fxTR g) S(h). 
Therefore in (6.9.3) 9 = C A, where yI1 = 0, yZa,,(f, g, h) = C (f xszT2 g) 
CSTJ(h) = -C (fXS2T2g)(S2)(h) = 0 by (6.12), and 2Mf, s,h) = 
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c (fX,T, g)CS,, T,](h) = c (J‘xs27, g)(-S,(h))= -c (.fXs,s2 g) T,(h) 
by (6.12) so 
&(A g, A) = - c (.fxs,.s2 8) T,(h). 
CYCIIC 
Therefore $ = 9 # 0 as in (6.11.2), and x is a simple Jordan bracket which 
is not Lie. i 
After a long unsuccessful search for such an example, the above appeared 
in the course of other investigations [3]. The above dot-bracket algebra 9 
results by “spreading” a four-dimensional not-quite-Lie algebra (L, x) with 
basis 1, X, y, z and skew products xxy=zx 1= 1, .xxz=yxz=xx I = 
y x 1 = 0. Thus L is “Heisenberg-like,” u x u = p(u, u) 1 for a non-degenerate 
alternate bilinear form fl on L (where {x, y}, {z, 1 } are orthogonal 
hyperbolic subspaces with respect to 8). 
6.13. Remark. In any Kantor Jordan superalgebra the bracket is 
almost a sum of Jordan brackets of vector and Poisson type, 
(6.13.1) .fXR=fXng+.fx.g 
(6.13.2) .fxDs=wf)g-fD(g) 
(6.13.3) fx,l=O, 
where xD is always a Jordan bracket, but x p is a Jordan bracket iff x is 
already a Lie product. Indeed, set 
so (6.13.1))(6.13.2) are true by definition, and (6.13.3) follows immediately 
[f xp 1 = f x 1 - D(f) = 0 from (1.6)]. The vector-type bracket xD is 
Jordan by the criterion (3.1.1) and the fact (JB3). To see when the Poisson- 
type bracket xp is Jordan we apply the criterion (3.1.2), i.e., check 
formulas (PBl )-(PB2): here (JBl’) always holds, Yp = Y, - YX, = 0 since 
‘7 ‘D satisfy (JBl ‘), and since D, = 0 this is the same as (PBl ). To see 
when the Jacobi condition (PB2’) holds for xp, we compute 
fxP(gxPh)=fx(gxph)-D(f)gxph+.fD(gxph) 
=fx Cgxh-D(gM+gD@)l 
- D(f)Cg x h - D(gV + gD(h)l 
+fDCs x h - D&P + gD(h)l 
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[using (JBl) twice, (JB4), (3.2)] 
+ Cdwf+&wgl+2I~(~)~(R)~-~(~1~(f)Rl 
When we sum over all cyclic permutations the cc-term vanishes by (JB2) 
for x, the /I, 6, E, q-terms all cancel (we get a cyclic sum of three terms 
minus the same cyclic sum), and the y sum is repeated twice, so 
CcycticfXP(gXP’)=2Ccycljc’(f)gX’=2CcycticfX(gX’) (by (JB”) 
for x ). Since l/2 E @ by our convention, we see the Jacobi condition holds 
for xp iff it does for x, so the Poisson part xp is Jordan iff x is Lie. [Note 
that this does NOT mean that x is already Poisson: if x p satisfies (PBl)- 
(PB2) then x satisfies (PB2) and the structural condition (JBl), but not 
necessarily the derivation condition (PB1 ).] 1 
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